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ABSTRACT
In this work, we study the Cauchy problem for the heat equation, as well as the 
inverse heat conduction problem, both of which are ill-posed problems in the sense 
of Hadamard.
The first chapter provides the background m aterial about the previous investi­
gations on the ill-posed Cauchy problem for the heat equation and the inverse heat 
conduction problem by other mathematicians. The method of Quasi-Reversibility 
is also introduced.
In the second chapter we apply the method of Quasi-Reversibility to the Cauchy 
problem for the heat equation and obtain a  formal approximate solution. We prove 
that the convergence of the approximate solution to  the presumed exact solution 
holds under certain conditions. Based on this result, we propose a modified nu­
merical scheme in Chapter 3. It is implemented using the finite difference method, 
and the computational results for some example problems are satisfactory.
For the inverse heat conduction problem, we first investigate a  simple case of 
positive heat flux a t the boundary of the object over a  finite time. Some esti­
mates are obtained for th a t special case. In considering the general case of the 
inverse heat conduction problem, we smooth the given tem perature at the given 
interior location, then transform the problem into its frequency domain by Fourier 
transform. An approximate solution is then constructed in the form of an inverse 
Fourier transform. We can prove that the data  of the approximate solution a t the 
given location could be very close to the given temperature, which validates the 
effectiveness of the application of the method of Quasi-Reversibility to the inverse 
heat conduction problem.
iv




At the beginning of this century, Hadamard defined the proper posedness of prob­
lems for partial differential equations. A problem is said to be well posed , or 
p ro p e rly  p o sed , if a  unique solution exists which depends continuously on the 
data  [20]. Clearly, there are various notions of continuous dependence. Generally, 
any initial or boundary values, prescribed values of the operator, coefficients of the 
equation and the geometry of the domain of definition in problems are considered 
as “data” in the consideration of continuous dependence. An ill-posed , non-w ell 
posed , or im p ro p e rly  p o sed  problem refers to a problem that is not well posed. 
Some examples of ill-posed problems are the Cauchy problem and the backward 
problem for the heat equation, the Cauchy problem for the Laplace equation, and 
the Dirichlet problem for the wave equation. In this work, we shall be interested in 
the Cauchy problem for the heat equation as well as the inverse heat conduction 
problem, which is also an ill-posed problem.
One of the obvious troubles from an ill-posed problem is tha t it is almost im­
possible to compute the numerical solutions directly for the problem by currently 
available numerical methods, e.g., finite difference method. Since d a ta  errors, e.g., 
truncation error and approximation error, inevitably exist in numerical computa­
tion, without the continuous dependence of the solution on the given data, reliable 
results are not guaranteed.
The method of Quasi-Reversibility was proposed by R. Lattes and J. L. Lions 
[18] in the 1960’s. Its aim is the numerical computation of solutions for classes of
1
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boundary value problems tha t are ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard [14]. The 
general idea of this method is to suitably modify the partial differential operators 
arising in the problem by adding small higher order derivative terms (formally 
tending to zero) or by degenerating at the boundary for the purpose of making
a well-posed problem whose solution is computable by usual numerical methods.
Payne explained this method very well in [21] by applying it to the backward prob­
lem for the heat equation. In that example, the operator is perturbed to make a well 
posed problem, and then the solution of the altered problem is used to construct 
an approximate solution of the original ill-posed problem for the heat equation. In 
our work, the method of Quasi-Reversibility will be used to investigate both the 
Cauchy problem for the heat equation and inverse heat conduction problem.
1.2 T he C auchy P rob lem  for th e  H eat E quation
There axe many works already on the Cauchy problem for the heat equation, which 
is a  problem of determining a function u(x, t )  th a t satisfies
«t =  «**, 0 <  t  < 7x, 0 <  x < 72,
«(0 , * ) = / ( * ) >  0 < t  < 7 i ,  (1-1)
=  g(t), 0 <  t  <  71,
where 7 * and 72 are positive constants, and /  and g are given functions.
A uniformly and absolutely convergent power series solution of (1.1) exists, if
both /  and g belong to a suitable Holmgren class, which means that, for the
positive constants 71, 72, there exists a positive constant C,  such that f ( t )  and
g(t) are infinitely differentiable functions on 0 <  t < 71 th a t satisfy
l / 0 ,« l  <
12
and
\9W ( t ) \ < c £ £
12
2
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for all t in 0 <  t <  71, and all non-negative integers j  =  0 ,1 ,2 , • • •. Then the 
solution of (1.1) can be written as
«<*•*> =  £  +  ®U)W ( ^ T I ) ! }  I1-2)
The theorem is stated in [25] and [6].
The uniqueness of the solution of (1.1) can be obtained by the Fritz John global 
Holmgren uniqueness theorem in [22]. But this problem is not well posed, since 
small data  does not imply a  small solution. Examples to show the ill-posedness are 
given in both [9] and [6].
Manselli and Miller made a  very detailed explanation for the ill-posedness of 
this problem in [19]. They considered a transient tem perature conduction problem 
with slab symmetry, in which the temperature and heat flux histories f ( t )  and g(t) 
are given a t the left hand side (x =  0) of the slab, while the tem perature and heat 
flux histories a t the right hand side (x — 1) are desired. Mathematically, if the left 
hand surface is insulated, the unknown tem perature u(x, t ) in the slab satisfies:
u t = uxx, 0 <  x  <  1, —00 < t <  00,
u(0,t) =  f ( t ) ,  — 00 <  t < 00, (13)
ux(0,t) — g(t) =  0 , —00 <  t < 00.
The sinusoidal in time solutions of the heat equation are given by:
exp ((/i +  ian)x)  exp (iurt) and exp (—(/i +  iag)x)  exp ( iut) , 
where fj, =  y/\ u  | /2 , a =  signw. W ith the second boundary condition, we have
u(x, t) =  cosh ((fi +  i<rn)x) exp (iurt)
Let u(0,<) =  f ( t ) =  exp (iuit), then
u (l, t) =  cosh (fj. +  ivy)  exp (iwt).
3
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For very large cj ,
6XD i i
u ( l ,t)  «  —-— expiv( t  + crfi/w).
Thus, u( l , t )  will magnify an error in a  high frequency component from u(0,t)  =  
f ( t )  — exp (iujt) by the factor of exp p. Therefore, (1.3) is an ill-posed problem.
In order to stabilize (1.3) Manselli and Miller discussed two possible assumptions 
for (1.3) in [19], by which the logarithmic data  dependence and Holder type data 
dependence are obtained, respectively.
Bell considered the noncharacteristic Cauchy problems for a class of equations 
with time dependence
Lu =  F ( x , t , u , u x), in fl
u = g , on E (1.4)
f e = * .  o n S
where Lu = a(x, t )uxx -f b(t)ut, a(x, t) > c > 0, F ( x , t , u , u x) satisfies
| F ( x , t , u u vi) -  F(x, t ,U2,V2) \< c (| ui -  u2 | +  | vi -  I* | ) ,
Q =  {(:M) : si(t) < x  < s2(t),t  >  0}, E =  { (s i( /) ,t) ,t0 < t < fi}, and «i(t) 
and s2(t) are piecewise C 1 curves with Si(t) < s2(t) for all t. This is the Cauchy 
problem for a  more general equation than the heat equation. Using the method of 
weighted energy, he proved the uniqueness of the solution of this problem and weak 
logarithmic continuous dependence on the data  within a  restricted stabilization 
class, i.e., the function class with an a priori bound, (see [3] and [4])
4
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Cannon and Douglas studied the following Cauchy problem for the heat equation 
in [5],
ut =  uxx, 0 < t < T ,  0 < x < s ( t ) ,
u (x ,0) =  <p(x), 0 <  x  <  s(0),
u (s(t),t)  =  /(*), 0 <  t < jT , / ( 0 )  =
ux(s(t), t)  =  g(t), 0 < t <  T,g(  0) =  y?'(s(0)),
| ux(0,t) | <  M,  0 < t < T ,
where s(t) €  ^ ([O .T ]), <p € (^([O, s(0)]), /  €  C ^O .T ]), g 6  C^tO.T]), and M  is 
a  positive constant. They estimated an a priori bound for the solution u(x, t ) of 
(1.2)and applied the idea to the pure Cauchy problem, which is
=  «**, (x,t) € D  =  {0 <  t < T,  0 < x < s(<)},
u(s{t), t) = f ( t ) ,  0 <  t <  T,
ux (s(t), t) = g(t), 0 <  t < T,
| u(x, t )  |<  M,  (x , t ) 6  D ,
to establish Holder continuous dependence on the given d a ta  for the solutions that 
satisfy an a priori bound.
Payne [20] investigated the Cauchy problem for the heat equation (1.4) with 
b(t) =  — 1. He used a modified weighted energy method to obtain Holder continuous 
dependence of the solution, which is of significant importance for computational 
purposes.
Dorroh [9] studied the nonnegative solutions of the problem, and (1.1) computed 
a bound for the solution, which depends on / ,  g and f .  He concluded that the 
admissible Cauchy d a ta  is closed under uniform convergence of the data  and one 
first-order derivative of the data.
Ginsberg [12] gives a  method of constructing the approximate solution of the 
same problem in L 2 norm. This method truncates the formal solution of Fourier
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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series in time variable t. The Fourier coefficients are determined by the Lagrange 
interpolation of the boundary function from given discrete da ta  a t the boundary 
x  =  0, which contains measurement error. This approach is proven to be valid by 
the imposition of an a priori bound on the solution.
The basic idea in [7] by Cannon and Ewing is to write the solution of (1.1) as 
two parts, i.e.,
u =  v +  w,
where v satisfies initial-boundary problem for the heat equation
vt = vxx, 0 < t  < T ,  0 <  x,
vx(0, t ) =  g(t), 0 < t  < T ,
v(x,  0) =  0, 0 <  x,
which has bounded solution
v (M ) =  jT  g(r){4n(t -  r ) ) i/2exp dr.
and w satisfies
wt =  wxx, 0 < t < T ,  0 < : r < l ,
w(0,t) =  f ( t )  — v(0,t), 0 < t < T ,
wx(0,t) = 0 ,  0 <  t  < T,
| u;(x,0 ) | <  M, 0 <  x  < 1
which has a formal solution in the form of (1.2). Thus using computational solutions 
of v and to, the approximate solution of u is obtained and also the error in the 
computational result can be estimated.
Based on all the previous works on the Cauchy problem for the heat equation, 
we wish to develop a numerical method to compute the numerical solutions on
6
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certain areas directly from the prescribed temperature and the heat flux da ta  at 
the boundary.
In this work, by the idea of the method of Quasi-Reversibility, the heat equa­
tion is perturbed to a wave equation to make a well posed problem, in which we 
reasonably modify the given conditions from that of the original problem in order 
that this altered problem is solvable. The perturbed problem is solved in a cer­
tain region, of which the solution continuously depends on the modified da ta  or 
given data. Then the d a ta  of this solution will be used to construct another well 
posed problem for the heat equation, for example, an initial value problem or a 
boundary-initial value problem for the heat equation. We take the solution of the 
second well posed problem as an approximate to the solution of Cauchy problem 
for the heat equation. This is our main scheme to numerically solve the ill-posed 
Cauchy problem.
By "approximate solution” we mean that the theoretical result a t the boundary 
is close to the given data  of the original problem in certain sense. Under some as­
sumptions, the validity of the approximation by the method of Quasi-Reversibility 
is proved in Chapter 2. And the application of the method of Quasi-Reversibility 
to the Cauchy problem is also numerically implemented in Chapter 3 by using 
finite difference method. The computational result of two examples are also given 
in Chapter 3, which is satisfactory.
1.3 T he Inverse H eat C onduction  P rob lem
The inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP) is also studied in this work. A general 
description of inverse problems in mathematics can be found in [13]. IHCP is a 
problem to determine the heat flux or temperature at the surface or boundary of 
a  body by using the tem perature measurement at one or several interior locations 
of the body. In our work only the one dimensional case of the IHCP is considered.
7
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Carasso summarized IHCP in [8] as follows. Let u(x, t) to be the temperature 
function that satisfies the initial boundary value problem in the quarter rc,<-plane, 
ut = a2 uxx, 0 <  x  < oo, 0 <  £ <  oo,
u (x ,0) =  0 , 0 <  x  < oo, (1-5)
u(0 ,£) =  /(£), 0 <  £ < oo,
where a >  0 is a  constant. Then, u(x , t ) can be expressed in terms of /(£) explicitly,
,  ^  x  f* f ( r ) r  - x 2 
« < * • * ) - S v s / .  l t = W n exp dr.4a2(£ — r)
Here, we are especially interested in the solution u(x, t) in the area of 0 <  x  <  1 
and 0 <  t < oo.
If h(t), for 0 < t < oo, is the given temperature history at the fixed location 
x  = I > 0 , then f ( t )  can be obtained from the inverse problem
( K f ) ( t ) - h ( t ) ,  0 <  t <  oo, (1.6)
where
(K /W ) =  5^ a J 0 w ^ h exp [* < * 7 - r )] dT- ° ^ t < o °-
The author showed th a t K -1 , the inverse of the operator K, exists but is un­
bounded. Thus, a direct computation method will lead to enormous errors in /(£) 
given small errors in h(t). Based on the Tikhonov regularization procedure, assum­
ing that /(£) has an a priori bound in L2-norm, Carasso constructed an approxi­
mate solution, or regularized solution for the exact tem perature u(x, t)  as well as 
the temperature gradient ux (x,t)  and estimated the errors between the regularized 
solution and the exact solution.
Later, Levine [17] obtained the Holder type stability estimates for the unique 
bounded solution of (1.5), which states that, for 0 <  x  < 1, u(x,  •) satisfies
l | t t ( * , - ) l l 2 < N o , . ) l l J ‘ - | | t t ( i , - ) l l l ,
8
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where the norm is defined as
a oo \  1/2
OO 1 m  |2 /  '
Elden [?] observed the ill-posedness of IHCP. For the practical purpose of (1.5), 
he considered a stabilized problem with an a priori bound instead of (1.5)
where hm denotes the measured data  of h, and the difference ||/i — is assumed 
to be small. Then the author made a modification of the heat equation from the
problem of IHCP (1.7) with exact data  h(t).
Beck also investigated the IHCP and designed a numerical method called func­
tion specification method in [2].
The method of Quasi-Reversibility is also applied to IHCP in this work. In 
order to consider the problem in the frequency domain by Fourier transform, the 
given temperature at the interior location of the subject is mollified. In the first 
step of the method, the heat equation is perturbed by adding a higher order partial 
derivative term multiplied by a small parameter. We can find the Fourier transform 
of the solution of the perturbed problem. The second step is to  solve the heat 
equation in the quarter plane, whose solution is taken as the approximate of the 
original problem. Our theoretical result in Chapter 4 shows that the value of this 
constructed approximate solution can be close to the given d a ta  in the original
x  > 0 , t >  0 ,
x  >  0 ,
(1.7)
point of view of approximating a solution of (1.7), and proved tha t the solution of 
the modified problem can be logarithmically close to the solution of the stabilized
problem.
9
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CHAPTER 2 
THE METHOD OF 
QUASI-REVERSIBILITY ON THE  
CAUCHY PROBLEM
2.1 T he M eth od  o f  Q uasireversibility
Considering the Cauchy problem for the heat equation
ut (x, t)  =  uxx(x,t),  0 < t < 2 n ,  0 < x < o o ,
u(0, t) =  / ( t) ,  0 <  t < 27t, (2.1)
«*(0 ,f) =  g(t),  0 <  t <  27T,
which is obtained from (1.1) by specifying 71 and 72 as 2tx and 00 , respectively, 
for the consideration of convenience of Fourier expansion. We suppose that / ,  
g €  L2[0,27r], so /  and g can be expanded in their Fourier series,
+ 0 0  + 0 0
m  = Z  SW =  £  D"e" ‘ (2-2)
n = s — 0 0  n = — 0 0
with
OO OO
5 Z  ° n  <  <  °° - (2 -3)
n = — 0 0  n = — 0 0
Then, the (2.1) has the following formal solution
+°° D  .
u(x, t )  =  y  [C„e,ntc o s h ( ^ x ) - |— 7= e 'nt sinh (\/in  or)]. (2.4)
n = — 0 0  V ” 1
But in most cases of /  and g, just like the explanation in the previous chapter, 
the above series does not converge for any positive x, since
y ^ ( l  4* *) when n >  0 ,
^ / f ( l  — t) when n <  0 ,
10
m  = <
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and as n  —> oo,
e’n*cosh(v^n x) ~  0 (eV ^^), and em<sinh(\/tn  x) ~  0 ( e V "/2).
Using the idea of the method of Quasi-Reversibility, we shall perturbe the heat 
equation to obtain a  well-posed problem with the same boundary conditions.
Let Vs (x , t) be the solution of the following perturbed problem
i^rOM ) =  vt ( x A)  + £ 2uftOM), 0 <  t < 2n, —o o < x < o o ,
1^(0, t) = f ( t ) ,  0 <  t <  27T, (2.5)
*£(0,0 =  g(t) , 0 <* <27T,
for small e >  0. Then
V* (X, 0  =  Z)nr-oo[C'ne‘n< COSh(\/xn -  n M  x)
H— -j m i I I etni s inh(\/m  — n2e^ a:)]
y/tn — n ze1
(2 .6 )
where,
V  in  — n 2e2 =  <
with
a„ +  if}n when n >  0 , 
a n — iPn when n <  0 .
(2.7)
a n =  ■—= yjy/ri2 -I- n4^4 — n%2, /?„ =  ~ ^ \ J V̂ n2 +  n4e4 -f n2e2 . (2.8)
The real part a n has limit of l/(2 e ), a s n - > o o .  Thus, i /(x , •) is a valid L2[0,27r] 
solution for any positive x  value. This is the first step of the method.
Then, we use u*(x,0) to solve the heat equation on the upper half-plane:
ueA x ,t)  — u i , ( x t t), — oo <  x  <  oo, t  > 0,
(2.9)
ue(:r,0) =  t^(a:,0), —oo < x  < oo,
11
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where
+°°   r\
t^(x,0) =  V"* [C„ c o sh (V m ^ n %2 x ) ^ - s i n h (Vin  — n2e2 x)].
V in — n?£2n = —oo
Here, the formal solution of this initial value problem for the heat equation is 
ue(x, t) =  coshW in  — n2e2 x)
(2 . 10)
- f —7—M iL m —  e (* n -n 3e3)t 8 i n h ( - v / m  — Tl2£ 2 x ) l .
V » n  — n2e2
Before we can take (2.10) as an approximate solution of (2.1), we need to check 
the convergence of the solution (2 .10) and its derivative on the boundary x =  0 , 
that is the convergence of the following series,
+oo 4-oo
ue( 0 , t ) =  Cne<’'"-"SeJ>‘, and i£ (0 ,t) =  D ne^n~n,e,)t.
n ——oo n = —oo
u(0 , t) and u*(0 ,f) are still I?  functions on [0,27t], since
IK < 0 ,  Oil? =  ft I E “ -oo P  d t
=  St E “ ™ = -o o
<  E “ m . - o . / o '  I | | C m  | e -< * > +»*)«> .,#
E O O  I / ^ t  I I / - I  1 —  e - * » ( » a  +  m 2 ) « Jn ,m = —oo I I I '- 'm  (n 34-mJ )£J
<  V °° l^lL^rBl— Z -rn tm = —oo 2«J |n | |m |
^  i v 'o o  i r  |2 v 00 1
— 2e^ 2 L /n = —oo I n  I Z j n = - o o
which is finite for any fixed small e. And similar arguments are applicable to
But from the above argument, the uniform bound of ue(0,t) in terms of e is not 
obtained.
12
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Next, we will show tha t ue(0,t), and tt*(0,£) are close to the given da ta  /(£), 
and g(t), respectively, which is the main concern on the validity of the method of 
Quasi-Reversibility.
2.2 T h e T heoretica l E stim ates
For further discussion for the problem (2.1), we assume that the Fourier coefficients 
of /  satisfy
£  I C» I <  00 (2 -11)
n = —00
One must note th a t this is not enough to guarantee that (2.1) has a solution.
As a m atter of fact, /  satisfies (2.11), if /(£) is absolutely continuous and has
derivative in L2. Suppose that the derivative function /'(£) has Fourier expansion
C
f ' ( t )  = C'ne,nt, then /(£) =  7n e'nt- Comparing this Fourier expansion
of /(£) with its expansion in(2 .2), we may obtain that, for n =  0 , ± 1, ± 2 , • • •,
CV - / f |  —  ,m
then,
+00 00




£  ( e r f \
00 1
n = —00
P ro p o s itio n  2.1. Under the assumption (2.11), fo r  fixed x > 0, and e > 0, the 
series in (2.10) is uniformly convergent for t in [0,27r].
P roo f: It is enough to obtain the result, if the remainder of the series of (2.10) 
tends to zero, for fixed x  > 0 , and e > 0 , uniformly in t.
For arbitrary rj > 0, there exists an N  > 0 such th a t £ | n|>/v \ C n \ <  77; also by 
(2.3), we have
13
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I D~ I — v* ic »i
|*»|>N I y /in -n*c*  1 “  t - i \n \> N  (n*+e*n*)'/*
<  Eln^AT1̂ 1
^  e 5T|n|>N I Dn |2 ]C|n|>iV ^
<  V,
On the other hand, for any integer n, from (2.7), cosh(\/in — e2n2x)  and sinh(\/m  — e2n2x) 
are bounded by e*/2*, thus,
£ |n |> i v  ( I C n e (,'n “ n V ) t  cosh(y/in -  n2e2 a;) |
+  I -7 - ^ 8— - c (in_n3eJ)‘ sinh(\/m  — n%2 x) I 1 < 2  r/e*/2* 
y/tn — ntei
which gives the proof of the claim. □
To investigate the distance between ue(0,t) and f ( t ) ,  one looks at the difference
ue(0,t) — f(t);  here is an estimate of it.
P roposition  2.2. Under the assumption (2.11), the following holds,
lim | ue(0,t) - f ( t )  |= 0
Proof: From (2.10),
OO
«e(<M )= £  Cneint~e3n2t,
n = —00
then,
i u e( o , t ) - / ( t ) i <  j r  1 c ,  111 -  «—’*’* j .
n s -0 0
14
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For arbitrary 77 >  0, there is an N  > 0 such that J 3 |n|>7V | Cn | <  77, thus
I <‘•(0,*) -  m I =  £,„,<« I C„ I I 1 -  e - 1”’- I +  £ w>w I C . I I 1 -  «-*•"“ I
^  X ) |n |< N  I C n  | | 1 — 6  e n t | +  ]C |n |< J V  I |
<  ( S r - 0 0  \ C n \ ) V  + V
since, for each n between —N  and N ,  1 — e- ®3"3* converges to 0, uniformly for 
t  e  [0,27r], as e tends to 0. Thus, we prove this claim. □
By a similar argument, we also have
P roposition  2.3. If
4-00
E  I D" I <  °° (2 -12)
n = —oo
then,
| *4 (0 , t) - g ( t )  | =  0
For simplicity, let g(t) =  0, i.e., D n = 0 for all integer n in the following theorem.
T heorem  2.4. Assume that (2.4) is the solution o f (2.1) for x  > 0, i.e., the series
o f the right hand side o f (2.4) converges, then both the series in (2.10) and (2.6) 
converge for x > 0 and e > 0; moreover,
lim ue(x,t) =  u(x, t ) ,  (2.13)
limt;e(ar,t) =  u(x, t ) .  (2.14)
holds for x  > 0 .
15
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Proof: Rewrite the series of ue(x,t)  in (2.10) and vF{x,t) in (2.6) as,
<■(«,*) =  g  [ C V - - » ’‘’-co sh (V * * ) ™ H V i n - n V * )
~  cosh(y %n x)
ve(x, t)  =  [c„eint cosh(y/in x) cosh( ^ ^  j
nZToo cosh (van x)
To obtain the convergence of ue(x,t)  and ve(x,t),  we only need to show that for 
each integer n, cosh(V*n — n 2e2 x ) / cosh(v^« x) is uniformly bounded for positive 
x  and e.
Actually, for arbitrary n, by (2.8)
| cosh {y/in — n2e2 x) \ _  e2a"g +  e~2a' x +  2 cos 2/3nx
I cosh (y/tn x) I +  e-y/2nx 2 cos \ / 2n x
_  / e - ( V R - a o . ) «  +  g - ( ^ - H 2o , ) »  +  2 e -^ c o B 2 l3 nx 
V 1 +  g-iv'Snr 2e-v^"x cos -\/2n a:
< 2_________
— y / l  -f 2e-v/^":r cos x
where a n and /?„ from (2.8). Note that y/2n — 2an >  0 in the previous estim ate and 
that 2e~'^"x cos y/2nx  has a minimum value of — y/2e~2*', which is a  constant less 
than 1. Thus, we have that cosh(y/in — x)/co8h(y/ tn x) is uniformly bounded
for x, e > 0 .
(2.13) holds since for arbitrary small r) > 0, there exists an N  > 0, which is 
independent of e and x,  such that,
| J 2  Cnetnt cosh(Vin x) |<  r/,
M > / V
16
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and
| V  Cne^n~n2ê 1 cosh(%/m — n2e2 x) \ < tj.
\n \> N
On the other hand,
N  N  ____________
| ]jT  ̂Cne,nt cosh(V*n a;) — ^  C„e(,n-nae:,)t cosh(\/m  — n2e2 x) \< g
- N  —N
for sufficiently small e, since, Cne(m-n2e3)t cosh(y/in — n2e2 x) has limit of Cne,nt cosh(\/*n .t) 
for each n  between —N  and N , as e —> 0. Thus (2.13) is proved.
(2.14) can be proved by similar arguments.
R e m a rk  2.5. When g(t) ^  0, in order to have the same result in the above 
theorem, we need to assume that, in (2.4), both £)n^-oo Cnetnt cosh(>/m x) and 
H2t^-oo 7 f^e'nt sinh(\/7n x) should converge.
17
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CHAPTER 3 
THE NUMERICAL IMPLEMETATION
3.1 T he N um erical Schem e
The general idea of the numerical implementation will follow the theoretical method 
in the previous section with some modification, which is to solve (2.5) numerically 
by a finite difference method, then using the data of the solution of (2.5) a t the 
line of t =  to for certain t0 >  0 and x =  ±Xo for certain xo > 0 , one can solve 
the initial-boundary value problem of the heat equation, which is a well-posed 
problem.
For the convenience of the implementation, one needs the following assumptions:
• In problem (2.5), letting g{t) = 0 makes the solution of (2.5) even in x.
• Instead of the time interval [0,27r] in (2.1) or (2.5), the time interval of [0,1] 
will ease the numerical computation.
Now considering the perturbed problem (2.5) for x  > 0, we let h and k be the 
mesh steps for x  and t variables, respectively, (x*, tj) be the mesh points; i.e., 
x, =  (i — l)/i, tj =  (j  — 1)A:, since the time interval being considered is [0 ,1]. Then, 
the number of mesh points in time is m +  1, where m satisfies k =  1/m , and the 
number of mesh points in space is 2n +  1, where n  satisfies h =  xo/n, and xo is 
the largest x-value for all the mesh points.
Let Vjj =  t^(xj ,^)  to represent the value of the numerical solution of (2.5) a t 
the mesh point (x ,,tj). Then the perturbed equation in (2.5) is discretized as
W * '* "  =  (!U )
for i =  2 ,3 ,...,n  +  1, and j  — i , i  +  l , . . . ,m  +  2 — i, where Sx and St denote 
the central difference formula in half mesh step for the partial derivative ^  and
18
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i-1








x  direction 
FIG U R E  3.1. Im plicit scheme for (2.5)
£ ,  respectively; i.e., 6 .v fj = v?+ iJ -  vF._y  and Stv ^  =  Thus,
= v f+ i j - 2 v f j - v f_ l j  and 5?vfj = v*J+1 - 2 v \d +  < ,_ !• While, St denotes the 
central difference formula in t variable; i.e., Stv fj — tf  J+1 — Actually, (3.1)
is not used for the extreme values of j .
In (3.1), we use to approximate the second derivative term in x , vxx(x, t)
a t (x i,tj) , the weighted average of the approximations of the second derivative 
in t at the mesh points (x i_ i,tj) , (X i,tj), (xl+i, t,) to approximate the value of 
the second derivative of ve(x ,t)  a t the point (x j,tj), and the central difference 
approximation to the first derivative in t of if ( x , t )  a t the point (x,-, tj)
The discretization (3.1) yields the following implict scheme
e2h2 ,  . e2h2 , e e2h2
tf+ lj—l d" (1 d" o ) vi+lJ4k2 ui U 2k2 1 4k2 V,'+1J +1
. e2h2 h2 . e 2h2 e2h2 H1
 ̂~2k? “  2k ^ViJ~1 +  ^2 “  ) viJ +  ( 2W  + 2k ^ Vij+i>
e2h2 . e2h2 .
+ I I 2 j - 1 +  ( “  1 ”  2 F  ) Vi-
e2h2
(3.2)
The mesh points used in (3.2) are shown in Figure 3.1, where the value of the 
” x ” points are used to compute the value of the points in this implicit scheme.
From Figure 3.1, we can see tha t the column of the data of uf+lt. is determined 
by the previous two columns, i.e., vf. and which means tha t we need the
19
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first two columns of data; i.e., the data  at x  — 0 (i =  1) and x  =  h (i =  2) to do 
the computation for the solution.
By the given conditions v*(0,t)  = f( t )  and v§(0,t) — g(t) =  0, we have v f j  from 
f( t) .  The data  for v%j is approximated by the Taylor expansion of ve(x, t) a t x  =  h
since v*(0,t) =  g(t) =  0 and by the equation (2.5). The discretization of (3.3) is
for j  =  2 ,3 ,..., m. Here, we may not get the data for and v-j.w+i by the above 
approximation. As a m atter of fact, we are losing two ending points at i =  2, see 
Figure 3.2.
Now, let us look into the system of equations to solve .. When (3.2) is used 
to solve for v% , the i has its value of 2, and j  goes from 4 to m — 2; i.e., we have 
m  — 5 equations in the system. But the unknown variables involved in the system 
are ^3,31 ^3,4* •••» and which is m  — 3 in total, shown in Figure 3.2.
To make the system solvable, we will use an explicit scheme at j  =  3 and 
j  — m  — 1, respectively, to obtain another two equationa. They are
vc( M )  =  ve(0,t) +  h • t/*(0,t) + —  • *4x(0,t) + 0(h?)
or
t<*(M) = « “(<>,<) +  y  - (e2wf,(0,f) +  v‘ (0,t)) + 0(h3) (3.3)
e2h2 h2
- n r  +  ^7-2fc)V2,4 -  < 3
and
vZ,m—1 ( £2 2k^V2'm~2 ^  it2 )V2,m—1 (
E2h2 h2
20
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i—1 i—2 i i 3  
FIG U R E 3.2. T he m esh points in th e  first th ree  columns
—  1
FIGURlE 3.3. C om puting area for (2.5)
Now the number of the unknown variables matches the number of the equations 
in the system.
Generally, two mesh points are lost when we compute the data  for a  new column. 
Thus, the computing area looks like a picture shown in the Figure 3.3. Thus, the 
numerical computation reflects the well-known “domain of influence” of initial data 
for the wave equation; see [15].
But remember tha t only the d a ta  on the initial line of t =  0 is of intrest.
Let V{ =  {vf,<, u?,i+1 ,+2}r , V *-1 =
and Vf+l =  {vf+lil+1, vf+l l+2, ... ,uf+l ro_t+1}T, then (3.2) can be rewritten in ma­
trix form
A - V & ^ B - V f  + C -V ? ^  (3.5)
21
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I  — 1  —  21
4 1 2 0
0
(3.8)
m — 2 i ' + l , m — 2 « '+ 3
with r  =  £pf-> and s = £ .
Conceptually, (3.5) can be solved in the form
V?+1 =  A ~ lB  • V f +  A ~ lC ■ VtL x
or,





It is im portant here to  consider the stability of the above linear equation, which is 
the stability of the matrix on the right side in the equation,
L  =  ( .4 -1 • B i-i C) (3.9)
So far, we are not able to use any theorem to prove that the matrix (3.9) has any 
kind of norm that is less than 1. But by numerical computing, if we fill several 
extra zero rows a t the bottom of the m atrix (3.9) to make it square, i.e.,
L' =
A ~l • B  A ~ l • C
0 0
(3.10)
then the maximum absolute value of all the eigenvalues of V  will be less than 1. 
For example, if the size of (3.10) is about 400 x 400, the eigenvalue of (3.10) is
23
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about 0.4 — 0.5, although we find that all the norms of both A ~ l • B  and A ~ x • C  
are larger than 1.
In this way, we compute the data on the rightside of the computing area shown 
in Figure 3.3. Using the even property of the solution we mentioned previously, 
the computational results on the whole computing area are obtained. We will use 
these data  to form a boundary-initial value problem for the heat equation, which 
is the second step of the computation.
Suppose tha t the right side boundary of the computing area in Figure 3.3 is 
a t x  =  xo. In the second part of the computation, the numerical solution of the 
following problem is considered,
uet (x ,t)  =  ueTX(x ,t) , t0 < t  <  T0, —xo < x  < x 0,
ue(x ,t0) =  o), —x q < x < xq, (3-H)
ue(± x 0,t) = v i ( ± X Q , t), *0 < * <  T0
for some to <  0 and 0 <  xq < x0, where xf(x , t) is given as discretized data, which
is computed in the previous step.
Let ufj denote the discritized d a ta  of ue(xi t tj), the heat equation can be dis­
cretized as
which yields the following implicit scheme, called Crank-Nicholson scheme,
At k k  k Jc k
~ 2 h ? W,-1J+1 ~  2/i2W,+lj+1 ~  2/i2U,-1J ^  — 2/i2
(3.12)
which is proved to be a unconditionally stable scheme. To show this, we can use 
von Neumann’s method; see [23].
24
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Substitution of u*j = into (3.12), we obtain that
--fcyev^TW-D^^+i +  (1 +  J$T')e'/-fP ih£J+l -  ^ rev'=I*(<+1>fc£J+1
=  ^ c vCTw”1)fĉ  +  (1 “  & )e'/=*fiih& +  2 ^ ev/rT^ ,+1>'*̂ '
Division by then by the coefficient of £, leads to
£ =  (x “  j? (l ~  cos f3h)) / ( I  +  £ (1  -c o s fih ) )
=  ( l _ | * s i n 2 f ) / ( l ± £ s i n 2 f )
It is sufficient to see that | £ |<  1 is guaranteed, which means tha t the scheme
(3.12) is always stable for any h and k.
3.2 T he E xam ples and N um erical R esu lts
Using the numerical scheme we develop in the previous section, we compute the 
solutions of the following examples.
E x am p le  1 Let f ( t)  =  1 — e~‘, and g(t) =  0.
The exact solution u(x, t) of the heat equation with u(0, t) = f ( t) ,  and ux(0, t) =  
g(t) isti(x,*) =  1—e-<cosx. In the computation, we will choose k =  0.01, h — 0.01. 
Let Xq =  1 and e =  0.01. Just as the previous explanation, we solve the damped 
wave equation (2.5). The area that we could obtain numerical data  for (2.5) is the 
rombus among (x, t) =  (±0.5,0) and (±0.5,1). As the second step to compute the 
solution of the initial-boundary value problem for the heat equation, we sta rt a t 
the line of t = 0.3 with boundary of x  a t x  =  ±0.3. In this numerical experiment, 
relative random error of [—0.5 x 10-4, 0.5 x 10-4] is added to /(£), both of the 
following table and Figure 3.4 show the relative error for .30 <  t  < .70.
25
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TABLE 3.1: Maximum relative error for .30 <  t  <  .70 for Example 1.










F IG U R E  3.4. T he relative error o f the com puted d a ta  for Exam ple 1
An effort was also made to implement the theoretical method more directly by 
using finite Fourier transforms. However, this did not yield good results.
E x am p le  2 Let }{t) =  1 — cos t , and g(t) =  0.
The exact solution u (x ,t)  of the heat equation with u(0 ,t)  =  / ( t ) ,  and ux(0,t) — 
g(t) is u (x ,t) =  1 — |( e I/ v/̂ c o s ( ^ + t ) + e “ ,/,v^ c o s ( ^ —t)). By the same parameter
26
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value for h, k, xo> and £, and same range of perturbation on the given exact da ta  
of f ( t ) ,  similar good results are also obtained.
TABLE 3.2: Maximum relative error for .30 <  t <  .70 for Example 2.










FIGURE 3.5. The relative error of the computed data for Example 2 
Cannon and Ewing presented a  direct numerical method for the same problem 
in [6].
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CHAPTER 4
THE INVERSE HEAT CONDUCTION  
PROBLEM
If the heat flux or temperature histories a t the surface of a solid axe known as func­
tion of time, then the tem perature distribution can be found. This is called a  direct 
problem. In many engineering situations, the surface heat flux and tem perature 
histories of a solid must be determined from transient temperature measurements 
a t one or more interior location(s); this is an inverse problem, or inverse heat con­
duct problem (IHCP). In one dimension case, IHCP is the problem to find the 
tem perature function u (x ,t)  which satisfies
ut =  u „ ,  0 <  x <  oo, 0 < t < oo, (4.1)
u(x, 0) =  0, 0 <  x  <  oo, (4.2)
« ( l , t )  = h(t), 0 <  t  <  oo, (4.3)
where u (x ,t)  stays bounded as x  —► oo. We are especially interested in the tem ­
perature or heat flux at x  = 0; i.e., v(Q,t) or — u*(0,t). The ill-posedness of this 
problem is discussed in Chapter 1. In the following section, we will observe the 
relation among u(0, £), — «*(0, t) and h(t) by considering a simple case of this 
problem.
4.1 IH C P  w ith  P ositive  H eat F lux at th e  
B oundary
Suppose tha t the temperature increase of the object with zero initial tem perature 
is caused by an unknown positive heat flux at the boundary over a finite time 
interval t  e  [0,1].
28
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Let u{x,t) be the temperature of the object, q(t) the unknown positive heat flux 
a t the  boundary x  =  0, and h(t) the tem perature a t the interier location, x  =  1. 
The problem of finding u{x, £), especially — ur (0, t) =  q(t) >  0, can also be modeled 
by (4.1)-(4.3).
Under this assumption, h(t) and q(t) are related by the following formula
Jroo i /* 1 1g(r ) - /" 7 ,  - e ~ * y ^ d r  =  /  q{r) ■   dr  (4.4)o y/rr{t — T) Jo v'7r(i — r)Based on this formula, we have the following estimates.
P rop osition  4.1.
II 9 ll.<  c II h  IU 
where C a constant, fo r q(t) > 0.
P R O O F : It is obvious that
II A IU >  Afro)
with arbitrary constant 0 <  r<j — 1 <  | ,  thus by (4.4),
II h ||oo> f q(r)—j====Jo y/7r(r0 — ■_e~4(ro~r) dr.r)
Since the function F{x) =  for x  G (0, oo) satisfies
1 -J L  ^  r 2 ~0 <  —7= e  *• < \ — , 
y/TTx V ne
and 0 <  r0 — 1 <  ro — r  <  | ,  thus we have
m in  < \ I —= .3 > <  — * - p~«(ro-r) <
37r y /n (r0 — 1) J y /7r(r0 — r)
also q{r) >  0 on r  €  [0,1], then
II A |U >  j\(r)dr.
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or
II h ||oo> C || q ||i,
with C = m in y/Aro-\)e }  , which proves the proposition. □
R e m a rk  4 .2 . Suppose that h i(t) and /i2(t) are the temperature at x  =  1, which 
are caused by the unknown positive heat fluxs qi(t) and q^it), respectively, i f  the 
difference o f h\{t) and /i2(t) is small in oo-norm, then by the previous proposition 
the difference of q\ (t) and <72CO *n L l -norm must be also small.
P roposition  4.3.
u ( x , t ) < c J ~  || /» Hoo.
where C is a constant, for  0 <  x  < 1. 
Since
f l 1 .au (x ,t)  =  /  q(r)—= = = = e ~ :î > d T , 
Jo y /n{t -  T)
the function -^j-e has maxmum value of at t  =  ^  for each x  > 1, and
q(t) is positive on [0,1] by assumption, thus
or
/  9(r )*V 7re x  J0
« (* ,< )«  J - i l  H 4 | | , .
By the previous proposition, we have
u (x ,t)  < y j~ ~ ~ C  || h ||c
□
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P ro p o s itio n  4.4. h(t) is an infinitely differentiable rapidly decreasing function;
i.e.,
supte[0,oo) I tmhin)(t) |<  oo, (4.5)
for all positive integers m  and n.
P R O O F : The function
for x  >  0,
0, for x  < 0.
is infinitely differentiable, and for arbitrary positive integer n, by (4.4),
/i(n>(t) =  f l q(r ) £ -  (  , ,.1 . e-iT ^ T ) dr.
Thus, h(t) is an infinitely differentiable.
To prove (4.5), it is equivalent to prove that
lim | tmhin)(t) |=  0, (4.6)i—>00
holds for all positive integers m  and n. This is because
t ^ H t ) = ( - ^ ± = e - ^ y T,
and (  /  ■;  e~4<t- r> ) has the form of P ( > 1 ) i 1 where P (x)*  )  y/ »r(t—r) yf jr(t—r) V ’
is a  polynomial of order 2n; it is obvious that
lim tmP ( - = j = ) - 7= L = e " ^ )  =  0, 
t->0° ~  T) ~  T)
thus (4.6) is true. □
However, it is not guaranteed that the heat flux q(t) is positive in general case of
the problem (4.1)-(4.3). Moreover, the temperature function h{t) can not be exact,
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although the error of the measurement may be small. In the following section, the 
method of Quasi-Reversibility is applied to the problem (4.1)-(4.3) to construct 
an approximate solution we(x ,t)  w ith u/e( l , t )  being close to given h(t) in certain 
sense.
4.2 S m ooth in g  th e  G iven  T em perture h ( t )
From Proposition (4.4) in the previous section, we can see that it is reasonable to 
assume th a t
h(t) 6 ^[O .oo) (4.7)
In our later discussion, we wish the Fourier transform of h(t)
h (t) (s )=  f  h(t)e~iatdt (4.8)
J —  O O
to  be L 1 so that
A(() = h  f Z , h(s)‘Mds' (4,9)
However, we know that, for arbitrary L l function h(t), its Fourier series h(s) is
not necessarily L 1 in the frequency domain and the inversion (4.9) is not always




h(t — t )<ps(t  — 6)dr, (4.10)
OO
where h  is an extension of h for t  in (—oo, oo), which is defined as
h (t ) {h(t), for t  > 0, 0, for t  < 0.
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tps is the approximate identity, i.e.,
<p(t) =  < exP(]tFrr)d t> for 1* l< x»
1 0, for | t |>  1
and <ps(t) = S~1(p(t/S).
We can prove that, as 8 —> 0, hg pointwise converges to h(t) and uniformly 
converges to h(t) on any set where h(t) is uniformly continuous.
Also, we can verify that the modification hg of h still keeps the same initial 
value; i.e., h}{0) =  0.
From (4.10), we have
But in the above integral —oo <  —s — 8 < —<5, when s > 0; and (ps(—s — S) = 0, 
for —oo < —s — 6 < —S. Thus the above integral equals 0, which garantees the 
compatiblity of the conditions in problem (4.13).
The modified function hg is smooth enough so th a t its Fourier transform
is an L1(—oo,oo) function.
Note that (ps(t) is a  rapidly decreasing function and its Fourier transform is L l . 
More detailed material about rapidly decreasinh function space and their Fourier 
transform can be seen in [1] and [26].
Let s — — r , then
^i(0) =  h(s)tps{—s — 8)ds — h(s)(ps(—s — 5)ds.
By (4.7), we have the Fourier transform of h(t) is only bounded over its frequency 
domain, since
h(s) =  f  °° h (t)e -iatdt =  f ° °  h[t)e~uxdt < f° °  | h(t) | dt.
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However, after h being mollified in (4.10), the Fourier transform of h} is
h*s = htpse-"*,
and it is L l (—00, 00) since
| /tj(s) | ds <  max | h(s) | /  | <ps(s) | ds.
00 * J —00
Hence, hg has inverse Fourier transform.
Finally, we can claim that
W )  =  £
Apparently, <ps(t) is an infinitely differentiable rapidly decreasing function, thus, 
if ifs{s) is the Fourier transform, then we have
(see Theorem VI.1.4 in [16], page 122).
For further consideration of problem (4.1)-(4.3), we simply make the following 
assumption:
1. h(t) in (4.1)-(4.3) is extended to be 0 for negative t ,
2. h(t) is a  both L l (—00, 00) and L2(—00, 00) function,
3. h(t) has L l Fourier transform h(s), (4-12)
4. h(t) satisfies the inversion relation (4.9),
5. ||h (t) ||i, ||h(t)j|2 and ||h(s)||i are bounded by a constant C.
34
(4.11)
By (4.10) and (4.11), we have
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4.3 T h e A pplication  o f  th e  M eth od  o f  
Q uasi-R eversib ility  to  IH C P
Applying the method of Quasi-Reversibility to IHCP, first we will consider a per­
turbation of the heat equation
* 4  (*. <) =  (*, *) +  £2vttxx (x, t ) ,
where £ is a small positive parameter.
Since a  higher order derivative term in t is added to the heat equation, one more 
conditions are needed to make the constructed problem solvable. Thus, a  perturbed 
problem for IHCP may be as
* 4 0 M ) =  + £2vftxx(x ,t) , x > 0 ,  t > 0,
t/ ( x , 0) =  y f ( x ,0 ) = 0 ,  x >  0, (4-13)
ve( l , t )  =  h(t), 0 <  t  < oo,
The solution of (4.13) should be also bounded as x —> oo.
In order to apply Fourier transforms to our problem (4.13), we extend
to —oo <  t < oo to  let u*(x,f) =  0 for t < 0, thus ^ ( x ,  t) — 0 for t < 0. However, 
it is not necessary to consider the solution for t < 0. Also, we assume tha t ve( x , ) 
is L1 for all x  >  0.
Fourier transform of t /(x , t) and v̂ .x(x, t) are
iie(x ,s ) = f  vf{x ,t)e~ ,' ld t=  f  ve(x,t)e~ ,3tdt.
J —oo JO
v L (x >s) =  [  vexx(x,t)e~ i3tdt =  f  74r (x ,t)e_,atdt.
J —oo Jo
Note that
v f ( x ,s ) =  f  Vf(x,t)e~ '3tdt = f  e~'9td if.J-oo Jo
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Integrating it by parts, we have
vf(x, s) =  ve(x ,t)  |*=g° f  v f(x ,t)e~ ,aidt,Jo
by the initial condition of (4.13) and the assumption that ve(x , •) is L l , we have 
ve(x ,t)  ||=o° =  lim^oo ve(x ,t) — ve(x, 0) =  0, thus
v‘ (x, s) =  tsvf (x ,t)e~ ,al.
Similarly, we have
vftzz(*’s) = s )
Now we can write the perturbed problem (4.13) in the frequancy domain as
v$x(x,s) -  Y ^rt> *(x ,s), 0 < : r < o o  
®*(li») =
for —oo <  s <  oo, where Vs {x, s) must be bounded for large x.
Considering the given conditions, the solution u*(ar, s) of (4.14) is
(4.14)
ue(x, s) =  h(s)eV (4.15)
Formally, the inverse Fourier transform of t)*(a;, s)
ve(x,t) = - ^ - [  ve(xys)e,aids (4.16)
2tt J_00
for t > 0 is taken as the solution of (4.13).
For an arbitrary positive number e , vF{x,t) exists in [0,1] x [0,oo), since, by 
(4.15) and (4.16), we have
ve(x ,t) — —  f  h (s )e v /^ T*T*1-** e,atds.J-oo
Under the assumption (4.12) that h(s) is L l , and for each e >  0,
36
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which is bounded in terms of e. Thus, the left side of (4.16) is integrable. Moreover, 
it could be estimated that
I ve(x ,t)  |<  e ^ | |h ( s ) | | i ,  (4.17)
uniformly for all 0 <  x  < 1.
For the second step of the method of Quasi-Reversibility, we will consider the 
initial-boundary value problem for the heat equation in a  quarter plane with data 
of i f ( x ,t) ,
Wxx ~  wti 0 <  x  < oo, 0 <  t <  oo,
tye( x , 0 ) = 0 ,  0 <  x  < oo, (418)
we(0, t) = ve(0,t), 0 <  t  <  oo.
Similarly, let u/e(£) =  0 for t  <  0, then by Fourier transform, the problem (4.18) in
the frequency domain can be written as the following
wix(x, s) =  iswe(x, s ), 0 <  x < oo
(4.19)
iDe(0,s) =  1^(0,$),
for —oo < s < oo. By considering the boundedness of the solution a s i - > o o ,  the 
solution of (4.19) is
we(x , s) = ve (0, s)c-> /? ( | +«i8nW)*. (4.20)
By the solution (4.15), (4.20) can be written as the following
and
* •(! ,» )  =  h(S) e - '/?(1+* ignW,0- 7 ^ ’ (4.21)
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which is X1, since h(s) is X1 and e vA+Ai) jg uniformly bounded
for s. Thus we can have inverse Fourier transform of w£(l, s), which is
we‘
for t  > 0.
By the estimate (4.17), for 0 <  x  <  1, we have
in'-'(* ,* )  4 T  A;.7)e-'/i? ( ' +i8ig" (' ))(' - ^ )ei-‘dS,
27r y-oo
and the similar estimate holds for we(x ,t) , i.e.,
I we(x ,t)  |<  c3^f||A(s)||i. (4.22)
uniformly for 0 <  x  <  1.
\
P ro p o s itio n  4.5. lim ^ o  | ^  we(l ,s )e Mds — h(t) |=  0, uniformly fo r t €  
(0,+oo).
P roo f: As assumed,
W )  = i  j T  * (» )« " * .
From (4.21), we also have
I ™e(M )  |< | h(t) |
Thus, by the assumption (4.12), for all p  >  0, 3M p > 0, such that,
and
— (  I  **' 2?r [Jm, y
38
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Moreover,
i -  fM’ fc(S) ( e - ' / ? ( I + ‘sign(' ))(1- ^ « 7 D  _  1)ei«ds 
2tt J-m
<  1 | h (s) | | - 1 1 *
2tt J - m ,
Since | e V^"^1+,s*Sn^')̂ 1 v/i+«i .2  ̂— 1 | uniformly continuous on s €  [— Mp, Mp], 
and converges to 0 as e —> 0, there exists S >  0, for all e  €  (0,<5), we have
| x (< p
Let
~  J  | h{s) \ ds < L,
then
I ™e(M ) -  MO I< p  + L p ,
which has proved tha t tue(l,<) -» h(t) uniformly, as e  —> 0 .0
In the similar argument, we can prove the uniform convergence of we( l ,t)  to 
h(t) in L2 space; i.e.,
P ro p o s itio n  4 .6 . linte-n) \\j^ J^  t£>* (1, s)e,atds — h(*)l|2 =  0.
To summarize the application of the method of Quasi-Reversibility, we have the 
following theorems.
T h eo re m  4 .7 . I fh ( t)  in problem (4.1)-(4.3) is L l and has L x Fourier transform, 
then the method of Quasi-Reversibility constructs solutions iue(x ,t) of problem 
(4.1)-(4.2) with we( l , t )  being uniformly convergent to h(t) as e 0.
39
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T h e o re m  4.8. I f  h(t) in problem (4.1)-(4.3) is L 1, then the method o f Quasi- 
Reversibility constructs solutions we(x ,t)  of problem (4.1)-(4.2) with we(l, t) being 
pointwise convergent to h(t) and uniformly convergent to h{t) on any set on which 
h(t) is uniformly continuous.
R e m a rk  4 .9 . Because of the illposedness o/(4.1)-(4.3), no continuous dependence 
o f the solutions on the given data h(t) could be obtained. Although we have estimate 
(4.22), it  is difficult to predict h(t) by using h(s).
Considering the continuous dependence of the solution on the given data  in 
problem (4.1) - (4.3), we have to discuss this problem in L2 norm, since there are 
some related works in L 2 space already.
According to  [11], it is necessary to impose an a priori bound on the solution, 
i.e.,
||u (x ,t) ||2 <  Af or ||u (x ,0 )||2 <  M, (4.23)
where M is a constant.
Levine proved in [17] that the unique bounded solution u (x ,t)  of (4.1) - (4.3) 
satisfies
where A is a  constant and fi(x) =  l~ar. His theorem is called Three Lines Theorem.
Actually, by (4.12), since h is L 2 and its L2 norm is bounded by a  constant C, 
so does h(s). Thus, by (4.15),
<  e ^ | |h ( s ) | |2  <  C e &
By (4.20), we have
I M * , - ) l l 2  =  I M * , - ) I | 2  <  l l * > ( 0 ,  - ) | | 2  <  Cê T’
40
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Applying Levine’s Three Lines Theorem, we let u (x ,t)  be the exact solution of 
the problem (4.1) - (4.3), which is bounded as in (4.23) with M  =  C e & ,  and 
we(x ,t)  is the approximation of (4.1) - (4.3) by the method of Quasi-Reversibility, 
which also satisfies (4.23). By Proposition 4.6, if the difference of u( l ,  t) and it/e( l , t) 
is small in L 2 norm, say
| |tt(l,-) - t n c(l ,-) | |2 <  p ,
where p is a  small positive number. Then we have Holder continuous dependence 
of the solution of problem (4.1) - (4.3) for 0 <  x  < 1, i.e., there exists a  positive 
constant A  such th a t
||u(x, •) -  we(x, -)||2 <  ApxM 1~x.
41
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